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Overview
The main changes are reflected in Facility Client Invoicing and Other Purchases Direct Debit.
For USA clients it also contains the ability to process credit card payments through Integrated
POS, and for Australian clients the ability to use PC-EFTPOS.
You will also notice that Links has a new Icon meaning that when selecting Links from your
desktop it will look different to what you were used to seeing in the past.

You may see a small number of references to Active Carrot in the new version of Links. Note
that these will not affect the daily operation of Links in any way. Please ignore these, until the
release of Active Carrot later in 2013.
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POS Changes
Ability to input Client, Customer and Account IDs on Account Search Screens
The search screens now have the ability to input the ID of the Client, Customer, or Account if
you know their ID instead of having to find them through the search screen.

Company Code and Account Manager for Clients
There is now a field in the client screen called Company Group. This can be used to group
several Clients from the same company together in order to filter when searching and
reporting.
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The Client screen also now has the ability to add a role or roles to the Client in order for
better filtering when searching and reporting.

The assigned roles can be seen under the Manager Roles tab.

The user can choose from roles already created or create new ones through the table
maintenance button or through Admin> Site> Table Maintenance.
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New Debtor Number Field for Account Holders
There is now an extra field in the Account Maintenance screen allowing for users to store the
debtor number assigned to an account holder in their accounting software.
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Multiple Templates for Invoices
There is now the option to have multiple invoice templates in Links under each of the Client
and Customer types.

The screen for adding has subsequently changed.

You can add a new template or use an existing base template for modification.
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You can edit any of the existing templates through the Edit Template button.

When issuing an invoice a dropdown box is provided to select which template to use for a
particular occasion.
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New Fields in Account Invoice Template
Two new fields have been to the account invoice template



Account ID – one time merge field for Invoice header
Booking ID – repeatable field aligned with Line description etc
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Ability to Filter Lines on Invoices
You can now manually select lines for invoices using the check boxes as below allowing you
to select which charges will be placed on which invoice.

Or by selecting a date range as below and clicking
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Ability to Apply Credit to Invoices
If a Client or Customer has paid money (credit) against a Master Booking ID this money can
then be used to pay off against booking lines for that booking ID.
This amount will be used primarily for that booking ID but if the amount in credit exceeds the
amount owed it can be re-allocated to other bookings.

The credit info screen will display the total credit added by the transaction, the booking it
was applied to and the amount of credit remaining.
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Double clicking on a credit line will display which invoices the credit was applied to.
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Bulk Issue Screen Changes
This is now located in the POS module rather than the Admin module in the Customers menu.

The invoices to issue can now be selected using the checkboxes.
A limit can also be applied to the date for which the invoices are issued using the date filter
circled above. This means you can now truly issue invoices for a particular month.
Links will now automatically apply any credit assigned to booking IDs contained within these
invoices at the time of issuing.
The Multi credit column indicates where invoices contain multiple bookings/credits available
so you may wish to issue that invoice manually. You can right click on an invoice from the
bulk screen to view the account and issue individually.
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Ability to Unissue Invoices
Users can now unissue an invoice in order to apply credit or include extra invoice lines. This is
performed with the Unissue button in the invoice screen as seen below.

The following message will display to warn users of the implications of unissuing an invoice:

And the invoice will become unissued.
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Invoice Payments can be Returned to Credit on Unissued Invoices
There is a new area in the invoice issue screen detailing payments made against an invoice.

If you highlight one of these payments and click on the red ‘x’ then that invoice payment will
be returned to credit.
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Ability to Separate Sessions by Categories at POS
There is now the ability to have multiple touch buttons for different types of sessions at POS.

To do this you will need to dedicate different types of sessions to the button in the
touchscreen layout setup screen:

Click on the

button to assign session categories.
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Ability to Move Forward and Back in Sessions at POS
There is now a ‘Next’ button. On pages where you can move in both directions a previous
button will also be present.
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Customer Accounts
Links now has the ability for your Customers to have an account with you. A great benefit
meaning that they don’t have to carry cash or another form of payment with them.
Customer Accounts can work for you depending on if you want to allow your Customers to
hold credit with you or have their purchases direct debited through LinksPay.
This can work in 3 ways:
1. If your site operates LinksPay a customer can be debited the amount owing on their
Customer Account on a set schedule or in line with your Classes/Memberships direct
debit.
2. A customer can hold an account that they must top up and have credit loaded
before using it.
3. A combination of 1& 2
Note: The accounts are by location so customers in multi-location environments will need to
have a separate account for each location they operate in.
Setting up Customer Accounts
There are a couple of steps to setting up Customer Accounts.
Credit and Debit Options
To setup Customer Accounts go to Admin> Site> Setup Customer Accounts

There are several options within the set up screen.
Allow Customer Accounts

Tick this if you wish to enable Customer Accounts. (enabled by
default after upgrading to 9.9
20

Maximum Balance

Enter a maximum balance the customer can have on their
account, as in the positive amount of credit they can hold at
any one time. This avoids people getting too much credit and
the centre holding too much liability. This will also be updated by
pay.link if you choose to direct debit customers for Customer
Account purchases

PIN at POS Required Over

When processing a payment over the specified limit, a PIN will
be required to authorise the transaction

Automatically Create
Customer Accounts

This is checked by default. All customers will get a customer
account when they first make a purchase. If you have the next
switch checked, then their DD Details from their membership or
family will transfer to their customer account. If you do allow
purchases without DD details then you have the option to allow
some customers to pay by DD and others to give you credit over
the counter.

Don’t Allow Purchases
when no DD details on File

Prevents purchases being made to a customer account if no DD
details are present for that account.

Prompt Customer Card
Entry

This enables the compulsory use of customer cards when making
Customer Account purchases. Rather than just entering the
customer ID the user must swipe a customer card to process the
purchase.
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Debit Option Only
If you are planning on direct debiting your customers you will need to complete the settings
in PayLink, under ‘Other Purchases’.

Align with
Membership/Classes DD

If you want to run your DD with your normal Membership and
Classes DD, select this option.

Scheduled

This means that you can choose when your direct debit runs and
what frequency you want it to run. Select the time to process
and the frequency you wish to run.

Balances – Recharge up to

This is the amount for your customers account balance to top up
to when the debit is processed. Generally this will be $0. For
example a customer has made $20 worth of purchases on their
account, when the direct debit is processed, it will charge them
$20 to bring them back to $0. If you want them to hold extra
credit you could set this to for example $50, and then in the
above example it would debit them $70 to bring them up to $50
credit.

Balances – Recharge Point

If the customer has made purchases on their account, this is the
point that the debit will run. For example as soon as they are in
negative $1 on their account, they will be included in the next
direct debit to bring their account back to $0. Be mindful of
what amount you set this to, so you are not paying a transaction
fee for a small amount of income.
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Balances - Account
Maximum Balance

This is the maximum a customer can go into negative or positive
on their account. For example if a customer tries to go over -$50,
the account payment will be unable to be processed. In the
same way if you are holding credit you may wish to restrict the
amount of credit you hold.

Setting up a Customer Account for a Customer
An account will automatically be created for a customer if they this option is selected in the
set up when they make a purchase.
If the customer has direct debit details loaded under their Classes or Membership details,
these will automatically be transferred over to their Customer Account details if you have the
switch set to only allow purchases on DD.
To set it up, make a purchase and select ‘Customer Account’ as the payment tender.
Search for the customer which will set up an account and place the charges on to their
account.
If a customer doesn’t have direct debit details, the below error will display.

If the customer doesn’t have details loaded, you decided that you don’t want accounts to
be automatically created or you want use Customer Accounts in credit, you will need to set
them up manually.
From POS> Customers> Customer Accounts, find your customer and their account will
automatically be created. If you are going to be debiting the customer, you will need to add
their details by clicking on Activate Direct Debit and enter their bank or credit card details.
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Updating Direct Debit Details
The Customer Account direct debit details can be updated when updating the
members/classes details are modified. A prompt message will appear for you to do this.
Alternatively you can import the card or bank details from the membership or family
account.
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The above message will display when the members/classes DD details are updated giving
the user the option to update Customer account details as well.
Viewing a Customer’s Account
Open the customer accounts screen under POS> Customers> Customer Accounts

A card can be assigned to the account and each account will need its own card.
The card is used to identify that the customer is in fact the owner of the account.
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The card number will be swiped at POS in order to assign the transaction to the correct
account. If the customer doesn’t have their card, you can manually search for them.

The amount will then appear in the customer account screen.
Note: Unless the site is using LinksPay the accounts cannot have a balance of below $0.00.
All other sites will have to add money to the account before purchases can be made.

Processing Customer Accounts - Other Purchases Direct Debits
Running the Direct Debit In Line with your Classes/Memberships
If you have selected this option for payment, you will need to run it within the Other
Purchases button in LinksPay.
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The following screen will appear. Select ‘Process Other Purchases DD’

The following will appear to say the run is complete and can be viewed in the Payments
screen.
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Scheduled Direct Debit
This will automatically run on the day, time and frequency you set up in settings.
Once you have processed the run in Links or Other Purchases, the details will be in the
Payments screen in PayLink. If you have said that approval needs to happen, you will be
able to do that in here.

To ensure Links’ ability to keep up to date with programming standards and capabilities, the
other purchases run is the beginning of the automatic scheduled direct debits. In future
versions, Membership and Class DD’s will also be available through this automated process.
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Spend Statement
You can now print a statement which will show all purchases that have been placed against
that customer, including membership, visit passes, classes and POS purchases.
Open up your customer in the Customer Screen and select the ‘Status’ tab. Within this tab is
a ‘Spend Statement’ tab. The below screen will appear.

Enter in the dates and output options, select Print and a report will be created for you to print
for the Customer.
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Ability to Record Notes on Receipts at POS
If a product/service has the check-box selected then users will have the ability to have
assigning the sale to a customer and the resulting receipt will indicate the customer who
purchased the item.

This box will prompt on sale to add a customer’s name or type a casual name.

The Customer or casuals name appears on receipt.
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Option to Display Prices on Touchscreen Buttons
If the ‘Display Prices for Products and Services’ button is turned on in the Till Setup through
POS, then the touchscreen buttons will include the price of the item.
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Facility Booking Payment Function
You can now make a payment from POS through the Facility Payment Function without
having to open the booking in the Facility module.
From POS> Functions>
, it will take you to the below screen where you can
enter the Master Booking ID if the Customer/Client has it or they can filter to find the booking
to apply the payment against.
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Members Changes
Corporate Memberships
Links now has the ability for you to set up Corporate Memberships allowing Direct Debit
memberships to be offered a discount, full or partial payment by a Client or a combination
of both.
This can work in 3 ways:
1. Offer corporate discounts to selected companies. For example anyone that works for
Coles is offered a 20% discount.
2. Spilt the cost of the membership between the Customer and the employer or charge
the employer the full amount. For example the total cost for a membership is $100 per
month, the customer pays half and the employer pays the other half.
3. A combination of 1 and 2. For example the total cost for a membership is $100 per
month, a Customer is given 20% discount for working for Coles, leaving $80 to be
paid. The customer pays $40 and the employer pays $40.
Note: Corporate Memberships only work for Direct Debit Membership Types.
Setting up a Client to Charge Corporate Memberships
Under the Client Setup is a new checkbox to allow for Corporate Memberships.

Once this is selected, under the Membership
discounts/payment splits will apply for this Client.

Rules

tab

you

decide

on

what
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Selling a Corporate Membership
Selling a Corporate Membership is the same process as selling a standard membership,
however, there is one extra step involved within the new membership screen.
Under the ‘Payment’ heading is now 2 arrows. Select these to view clients that offer
corporate memberships.

Once selected, the below screen will appear. From here select the Client your customer is
been offered the corporate membership from. Finish processing the membership as normal.
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Note: No corporate discount or payment splits can be applied to the pro rata or joining fee.
Viewing a Clients Corporate Membership Holders
Under Client details, there is now an extra tab so you can see which members hold a
corporate membership under that Client.

Running the Direct Debit for Corporate Memberships
Those members that have a corporate membership, will appear in your Exceptions list when
running the direct debit. It will list the reason as ‘Corporate Client’ and the amount paid.
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Processing an Invoice for a Client’s Corporate Memberships
This process is the same as issuing a normal invoice. If you require further information on this
process, please refer to the POS User Guide.
Corporate Membership Reporting Outcomes
Two new reports exist for staff to report on Corporate Memberships



Corporate Membership List
Bulk Print Client Corporate Member Statements

Corporate Membership List
This report allows you produce a list of Clients current corporate members.
This can be filtered by all Clients, Company Group, Client ID and Name. A date range must
be entered to produce a report.
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Bulk Print Client Corporate Member Statements
This report would be used prior to the upcoming Direct Debit run to let Clients know who they
will be invoiced for. This can be emailed to the client straight from the report.
There is also the option to print if the client does not have an email address. Only Clients
without an email will appear on this report if ‘Print Client With No Email Address’ is selected.
A PDF document will be sent to Clients if you are emailing the statement to them.
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Pay at POS Memberships
Links now has the ability for Pay at POS Memberships which allows your Customers to make
their scheduled payment at point of sale. This has been done to assist sites using LinksPay
who need to allow over the counter payments and not be included in the Missing Debit Type
report.
Note: You must be operating LinksPay for this function to work.
When setting up a new direct debit membership and entering in the direct debit information,
there will be an extra option called ‘Pay At Pos’.

Pay at POS Memberships on the LinksPay Direct Debit Run
When running the direct debit through Admin, those with Pay at POS Memberships will be in
the Passed section with the comment ‘Pay At POS’.
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They will also appear on the Exception list for transactions that cannot be processed by
LinksPay. However, it is clearly stated that they hold a Pay at POS membership.
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Access Changes
Reciprocal rights in Access2
The new Access module now uses global activities to allow members in a multi-location
environment to be able to access other locations other than their home location. It will still
validate whether they are a current member and if they are a debtor.
Guest Passes are now also able to be used through Access2
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Reporting Changes
Changes to the Invoice Reconciliation Report
Changes have been made to the Invoice Reconciliation Report to allow for a more detailed
view, showing invoice and booking numbers, as well as the ability to filter by Company
Group and Manager Roles.
Client filters
If the report is run for Clients Only, you will have the ability to filter by Client ID, Company
Group and Manager Roles. This filter will also allow you to only display the accounts with
credits for the selected Client, Company Group or Manager Roles.

Detail or Summary options
You can select whether to display the report in a summary format (the original report) which
will display the total balance for each client by debt age.
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Or display the detail broken down by invoice number and include Booking IDs.

Changes to Sales Category Reports to include Customer Accounts
There will now be a section at the end of the Sales Category report detailing Customer
Account activity for the period.
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Bookings by Prime Usage Report
There is now a report which lists Facility Bookings based on their prime usage type.
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Bookings by date Report
There is now the option to add the booking name and ID to the report output that
interchange with the contact details using the selections circled below.
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Booking usage by child report
A new report has been created that calculates the number of hours booked based on the
child facilities directly underneath the booked facility. E.g. If a pool has 8 lanes and the entire
pool is booked for 2 hours the booking will have a total usage of 16 hours.
The report can be filtered by facility and Client/Customer if desired and outputted as below.
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Facility Booking vs Paid Report
This report has been created to track which bookings have been paid and/or any pre-paid
charges have been placed against the booking to be used for future payment. Users will
then be able to see which bookings still require payments from the customers/clients.
The parameter screen is below.

Users can filter on whether there is $0.00 (or less) owing on the booking or specific
Customers/Clients.
The report can also be used just to display bookings and the associated charges to see what
Clients spend for the given timeframe.
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Admin Changes
Ability for staff to use their swipe card for login
Previously in Links a staff member would have to type in their staff code when logging in and
a sale is made. It is now possible to swipe their card instead of typing their staff code (if an
appropriate scanner setup is available).
Ability to Push Service Code Charges to Other Fee Types in Facility Setup
When adding charges and service codes to facilities users will be asked whether they want
to push this charge to other fees of the same type once they tab out of that field.

E.g. The above is asking whether to push the charge to other off-peak charges.
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Ability to Push Service Codes/Charges to Other Fee Types in Facility Setup
There is now the ability to push the code/charge to the other fields in the Facility Setup
screen. The below message will display when you tab out of the field.

You can choose yes to push or no to enter the other charges manually.

New Security Setting to Prevent Applying Payment to Unissued Invoices
If the ‘Can Save Changes to Accounts’ accented setting is checked then those in the
security group can apply payments to unissued invoices.

If it is checked the user will get the below message.
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Pay.link Changes
Extra Other Purchases (OP) DD run-type
Refer to the POS changes in this document
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Facility changes
Templated Facility Booking Confirmation Letter
The facility booking confirmation letter is now a mail merge document setup through Admin>
Letters> Templates.

The template looks as below.

This letter can be edited with extra fields from the mailings tab in Word and can be setup as
a flexible letter that works for Casual, Customer, and Client all from the same letter.
52

Once the template is setup you can use the ‘Setup Letter’ and ‘Letter’ buttons in the
booking details screen to assign and use the templates you have set up.

There is also the option to send the letter as an attachment via email. When running the
letter you can choose a date range of which bookings to include.

The default dates will be the dates of the first and last bookings.
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The letter will auto-extend to include all the bookings within the selected date range.
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Bulk Facility Confirmation Letters
The confirmation letters & emails can be sent in bulk from the Visual Facility Booking screen
by clicking the ‘Print/Email Confirmation Letter’ circled below.

Select the bookings you wish to send letters for and then click ‘Print’ or ‘Email’.
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There is the ability to filter the confirmation letters by company group and manager role
independently or in tandem as below.

Master Booking ID
Every bookings will now have its own Master Booking ID which is listed in the booking screen
as circled below.
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This Master Booking ID is also used to filter in search and reporting screens.

You can now search for a booking using the Master Booking ID directly from the Visual
Booking Schedular as above.
The Master Booking ID now shows when using the booking search.
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Ability to Record Credit Payments against a Master Booking ID

You can now pay money against a booking that hasn’t been invoiced which can be used to
offset charges at a later date.
Credits will also display in the booking as below (with the amount remaining) so the user can
see what has been paid against that particular booking under the credit tab.
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Ability to Re-Assign Pre-Paid Booking Credit
From the account payment breakdown screen a user can now double-click on a payment
and re-assign the credit as below.

Note: You can also now refund a credit transaction if a booking is cancelled etc.
Display Booking ID/Name in Results of the Multiple Booking Clash Screen
The Master Booking ID & Client/Customer name now displays in the multiple booking clash
results as below if the booking clash occurs on the same level of facility as the one the user is
trying to book.
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Facility booking adjustments
There is now the option to make adjustments to a booking that will create a reduction or
increase to the amount charged. This is done from the booking screen in the adjustments
window.
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The service code for the adjustment will be in the dropdown if it exists in one of the booking
lines. Otherwise you can search for any available service code using the search button. This
will add the service code to be selected in the dropdown to be applied against the current
issued invoices.

Or it can be used on the clients next open invoice.
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The adjustment will appear on the invoice as a line item as highlighted below.

Alternately an increase adjustment can be applied.

This will appear on a current or future invoice similar to the reduction adjustment.
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Adding Products and Services to a Facility Booking Line
An * will now appear on a booking line if it has a product or service attached to it next to the
Facility Name.

Ability to Set a Price per Hour for Facilities
You can now set the price per hour for facilities as well as the price per period.
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Customer is now the Default Type for Facility Bookings
A new booking defaults to Customer now instead of Casual.

Client Bookings now Default to Invoice Payment
Client bookings now default to Invoice instead of Cash on Arrival.
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Ability to book facilities to midnight
You can select up until the last period on the Visual Facility Bookings Scheduler.

And the booking will display as being booked until midnight.
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Pop-up to Indicate if an Account is in Debt when making a Booking
There is now an alert to indicate when a client owes money on their account when a new
booking is being created for them.

Note: This does not check customer accounts.
Ability to View Vacancies by Day
It is now possible to filter vacancy searches by day. This will enable to you to find for example
all the Monday availability for the next 10 weeks rather than having to manually select each
of the Mondays.
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Larger Facility Booking Screen
The number of rows that can be viewed without scrolling has been increased in the booking
screen.

Facility Override Screen
The override screen now has the ability to apply the override charge per hour, per period or
total charge. The manual override has the same options.
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Facility Booking Multi-Edit Screen
There is a new multi-edit screen for facility bookings. You can access this by clicking on the
button located on the facility booking screen.
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The above screen will display. This screen gives you the ability to make bulk changes to your
facility bookings by selecting the appropriate booking lines using the checkboxes and doing
the following before clicking the

button to execute the changes.

Change the facility a booking line is assigned to
Click on the
will display

button and select the facility you wish to change to from the tree that

Change the date
Using the

to select the new date or typing the date you wish to change to. It will default

to the format
. You can also make changes to individual lines by clicking on
the field you wish to alter and using the drop down or by typing in the field manually.

Change the time
Type in the new from and to times in the fields above these columns. The time will default to
the format
. The times can also be modified individually by clicking
on the field you wish to alter and using the dropdown or by typing manually into the field.
The times will default to valid booking times for that facility.
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Change the charges
Type into one of the charge type fields at the top of the charge columns

Note: You can only change one charge type at a time
The other charge columns will update to reflect any changes made to the modified charge
column. You can also overtype the charges for individual booking lines.
Change the service code override
Click the

button and selecting the new override from the list.

The charge type (per hour, per period, or total charge) and amount can also be designated
from this screen.
NOTE: Times and facilities cannot be bulk changed if they have differing period durations or
timetabling.
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Filtering
To help aid the selection of appropriate booking lines to be altered filters can be used to
reduce the number of booking lines displayed.

By clicking the

button, facilities can be chosen to filter the list with:

Facilities can be moved by clicking the arrow buttons or double clicking on a facility.

Times, Dates, and Days can also be entered as above to filter. Also ability to include/exclude
Pre-Post booking lines.
To clear the filters click the

button.

Split Bookings
Links now has the ability to split bookings into multiple bookings. There are several reasons
why you may want to do this, especially for larger bookings, for example:



A school has made a booking for a year, however they have two contacts and
therefore needs to be broken up into two separate bookings
A client makes a year booking and pays cash on arrival each month.
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To split a booking, click on the

button located on the facility booking screen.

From the ‘Edit Booking’ screen, select the facilities that you want to split and select
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The options screen will appear, giving you the choice between splitting it by calendar month
or moving it to a new booking.

Enter in the new booking name and select ‘Save’.

Facility Related People
You may notice an extra option in the Facility setup in Admin called ‘Facility Related People’.
This is used for a small number of Beta sites using Active Carrot. Please ignore this until you
are informed that it is available.
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ClassWeb Changes
Ability to turn off New Registrations
ClassWeb now has the ability to turn off New Registrations till a set date. This means at
reenrollment time your current customers can have first choice of classes before new Families
can select a class. This can be set up through Admin> Site> Other Site Parameters/Setup
Locations through the ClassWeb tab.
If you do not wish for new Families to not be able to enroll over the web, set this date well
into the future, ie: 01/01/2070.

Ability to Sell Products and Services through ClassWeb
If you operate ClassWeb, you now have the option of allowing customers to purchase
Products and Services online. This can be set up through Admin> Products/Services> Online
Product Sales.
Select the Store and Product/Service(s) and they will be available for registered ClassWeb
Customers.

CCV Number when making Credit Card Payments
Due to new Banking and Financial Institution requirements, it is now compulsory for your
Customers to enter in their CCV number when paying by credit card or debit card through
ClassWeb.
Note: A variety of small bug fixes have been fixed in this version for ClassWeb, particularly
around Registration Fees and Booking Dates.
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ClassMobile and ClassMobile Manager
With this version comes the release of two exciting new Mobile Solutions, Classes Mobile and
Classes Mobile Manager.
ClassMobile – a Tool for your Customers










Search live class schedule
Register online capability
New Customer Pre registration
Find the nearest location
Request Make Up, Casual & Trials
Search by level / activity
Social media plug ins
Customer business branding
Increase your SEO

ClassMobile Manager – a Tool for your Business













Interactive electronic supervisor roster
Go paperless!
Direct data entry to database
Quick view status of all students
Easy identification of sales opportunities
Live messaging from reception to your supervisor
Easy skill tracking and student progression
Full view of the class schedule
Day, Week and time filters
Record and cancel attendance
View and record skills
View and record class comments

For further information and a demo or to register you interest, please visit
http://linksmodularsolutions.com/mobile-solutions
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